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You will be asked to install substratum Theme Engine and have root access OR Andromeda utility, if you want to apply this theme: rootless themes with Substratum, you will have to buy Andromeda add-on APK ToolsYou will be asked to install substratum Theme Engine and have root access, if you want to apply this
theme: bare-bones Black theme for Android Oreo focuses on nothing more than system-themed. For other apps, I recommend using my Fresh Theme ( which is also available for free! If you see non-subject/part-themed notifications even after installing the theme, please restart the system user interface manually through
the Substratum app. Themed system components such as now:• Android system (also Android app theme Settings)• Files (com.android.documentsui)• Package installer (com.google.android.packageinstaller)• Phone (com.google.android.dialer)• System user interface (com.android.systemui)• depending on any possible
changes on the final release of Android O... Special thanks to Nicholas Chum for helping me make this topic possible (t.me/nicholaschum)Contact for support, suggestions, and whatnot:• Telegram Group: t.me/SaiThemes (the most ideal way to reach me)• Telegram PM: t.me/BakaBakaBakaDonations? Y/N: If you want
to donate to the topic in case you like it, I'll be willing to accept those feelings! (link coming soon)v.1.5.3.SEOctober 27.2017 You will be asked to install substratum Theme Engine and have ROOT ACCESS or Andromeda on Android 8.0 + Oreo if you want to apply this theme. Please read the orange bubbles when



choosing an overlay for more information about each overlay and its unique configurations. If you see non-themed/partly themed elements after installing the theme, please restart your device manually (recommended). If the problem persists, feel free to contact me via e-mail, Telegram, or open a GitHub issue and we
can sort it out! Application-themed as of now: Android Calculator Files Gboard Google Play Books Google Play Store Magisk Manager Messages Package Installer Phone Phonograph Settings icons Solid Explorer Spotify System UI System UI Navigation Tachiyomi Twitter Substratum more coming soon... Important
Tracker Issues: Do the necessary reading before doing anything with this topic. I will not help you if your problem originated simply does not save a minute to read the tutorial available here, in the topic and on the Play Store list. Try to be as clear as possible, provide additional information such as screenshots and sign if
necessary. Please use appropriate English and stay on the topic. Issues other than the topic or not English/non-comprehensable will be closed as soon as possible. If If there are any problems that can not be solved by just doing the necessary reading, opening a GitHub problem or contacting me directly via email or
Telegram. Donate If you want to donate to my work any reason you may have, I would be willing to accept your kindness! Some of you may remember the days of Android Gingerbread's green system theme. That was later replaced by the popular Holo user interface when Matias Duarte joined Google. The dark, almost
future interface of Android in Ice Cream Sandwich, KitKat and Jellybean is comfortable on the eyes, although the design is day-to-day when paired with the Material Design interface introduced in Android Lollipop. Since then, Google has stuck with the Light Materials theme to the disapathy of many. Removing blind light
themes on Android Oreo is probably one of the most commonly cited reasons why people are so excited about supporting non-native custom themes through the Substratum theme tool. Today, we'll show you exactly how you can install a dark theme on your Android Oreo phone without rooting! Top row: Android Oreo
default theme. Bottom row: Custom dark theme built for Android 8.0How to install a dark theme on Android OreoRequirements: An Android 8.0 Oreo device, such as Google Nexus 5X /6P, Pixel / Pixel XL or the official port Access to Windows, Mac or Linux PCPrerequisitesRather rather than rehashing how to set
substratum on your shiny Android 8.0 Oreo device, check out this previous tutorial. Follow the article until you reach the end of Part 1, then return to this article for instructions on setting up a dark topic. Once you've set up the Andromeda extension and have confirmed that Substratum was launched without problems,
follow the link below to install Sai's Android Oreo Black Theme. It's a completely free theme made by a talented themer, but if you like his theme, you should consider donating to the user. This particular theme currently only deals with the Android/Framework system as well as the system user interface, but we can
combine this theme pack with another package from the same developer to theme a few additional apps. Called Sai's Fresh Theme, this Substratum theme lets you apply a dark theme to apps like Android Messages, Google Play Store, and Twitter.If you're looking for a theme that applies to more apps, we'll suggest a
few darker themes instead at the end of this article, but many other dark themed apps are not free, so you'll have to decide for yourself how many apps you want themed. In any case, get a dark theme in Settings / Human Interface The system is more than enough for most people, so that's why I recommend the free
theme of Sai here. Tutorial - Install a dark themeIf you don't already have one, start the Andromeda desktop client so substratum has the necessary permissions in order theme management. The steps to achieve this, again, are outlined in the main guide here. Open the Substratum app and find Sai's Android O Black
Theme in the list. Tap it to go to the settings page for the theme pack. Here, click select convert all overlays. This will choose the default theme color and the navigation bar icon that came with the theme (Pixel Blue and Pixel respectively). If you want to change the color to Better Teal, Rose, or Violet, expand the drop-
down menu in the Android system and choose the color you want. Similarly, expand the drop-down menu in System UI Navigation to display alternative navigation bar icon themes such as AOSP, Parapaper, or Pixel Neo. Once you've selected which overlay and which option you want to turn on, tap the floating button
with the paint roller icon. This displays a small floating menu. Choose Build &amp; Enable. You will see a loading screen as Substratum compiles, installs, then allows each overlay file to enter your device. All silent, without having to do anything else! Once you're done, you'll see a small snack bar at the bottom that
shows you the status of your dark theme settings. It doesn't last very long, but if you expand your message board, you'll see a message from Substratum telling you that the theme installation was successful. You'll also immediately be able to see your quick settings/message boards become much darker! Note: any
notifications that were in your notification board before the topic was applied will have no dark theme. This will likely include a message compiling the finished topic as shown above. However, any new notifications displayed in your notification board will have a dark theme, as shown in the feature image at the top of this
article! Optional: If you want to install a dark/dark theme for Messages, Twitter, and the Play Store, go back to Substratum and open Sai's Fresh Theme in the list. Here, select the themes you want to apply to the apps you want by topic. Just like above, tap the paint roller icon and select Build &amp; Enable to apply the
theme! Enjoy the dark theme! Your dark theme will remain on your phone even if you restart! It won't survive a factory re-setup, however. If you decide to change your mind for any reason and want to go back to the default light theme, you can easily disable this theme by repeating steps 1-6, but instead of tapping Build
&amp; Enable in step 7 you tap Disable selected. Dark Theme Alternative As promised, here are a handful of dark theme customization alternatives available to Android Oreo users. None of the themes below are free, but they are great examples of the types of themes available on the Play Store. Credit for XDA Rest0ck
members to put together this list! Hopefully with the popular outburses that Rootless Substratum has brought to custom themes, more and more developers will create themes that will be compatible with Android Oreo users. Follow our Substratum forum and follow the XDA Portal through the XDA Labs app for any future
news about the Substratum topic tool. This post is not the only substratum related to the tutorial we publish today. In fact, it is part of a series. You can find the rest of the instructions below: below:
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